INTERNATIONAL REACH

THE USS AMERICA :
Redefining Amphibious
Assault

By Robbin Laird, defense analyst
This article is based on interviews1
conducted with Captain Hall, the USS
America’s Commanding Officer, and
US Marine Corps Major David Schreiner,
the ship integration officer, as the USS
America was getting ready to travel
through the U.S. Southern Command and
the U.S. 4th Fleet area of responsibility on
her maiden transit. The ship made various
port visits along the way including Brazil,
Chile, Uruguay and Peru.
The USS America is scheduled to be
ceremoniously commissioned in October
2014 in San Francisco, California.

From a 200-Mile Box to a 1,000 Mile Operational
Area
The USMC is the only tiltrotar-enabled assault force
in the world. The USS America has been built to facilitate this capability and will be augmented as new
generation of aircraft (V22, but also F35B) as well
as unmanned vehicles become a regular operational
element. To set the proper landscape to discuss the
changes within aviation and the amphibious fleet,
one can go back a decade ago and look at the aviation and ship pairings and their operational reach.
The ARG-MEU (Amphibious Ready Group - Marine
Expeditionary Unit) a decade ahead operated within the LPD-17 (Landing Platform Dock), without
the T-AKE ship, without the Osprey and was primarily a rotorcraft, landing vehicle and mixture of Harrier fast jets force. The three ship ARG-MEU would
operate largely in a 200-mile box affecting the objective area where it was located. The Osprey has
obviously been a game changer, where today, the
ARG-MEU can “disaggregate” and operate over a
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a hangar deck with significant capacity to
both repair aircraft and to move them to the
flight deck to enhance ops tempo. With the
Ospreys, we will be able to get the Marines
into an objective area rapidly and at significant distances. And when the F-35B come,
the support to the amphibious strike force
is to be significantly enhanced. We will be
able to operate at much greater range from
the objective area. With the concern about
littoral defenses, this ship allows us the option to operate off shore to affect events in
the littoral.”

« Having the
communications
and ISR to
operate over
a greater area,
and to have
sustainment for
a disaggregated
fleet is a major
challenge facing
the future of
the USN-USMC
team. »

« The footprint
of the new
aviation assets
are about 3040% larger than
the rotorcraft
and fast jets
they are
replacing. »
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three-ship distributed 1,000-mile operational
area. Having the communications and ISR to
operate over a greater area, and to have sustainment for a disaggregated fleet is a major
challenge facing the future of the USN-USMC
team.
A major change in the ship can be seen below the flight deck, and these changes are
what allow the assault force enabled by new
USMC aviation capabilities to operate at
greater range and ops tempo. The ship has
three synergistic decks, which work together
to support flight deck operations. Unlike a
traditional large deck amphibious ship where
maintenance has to be done topside, maintenance is done in a hangar deck below the
flight deck. Below that deck is the intermediate area, where large workspaces exist to
support operations with weapons, logistics
and sustainment activities.
In an interview with the ship’s Captain, Robert Hall, just prior to the departure in midJuly from the Ingalls Huntington shipyard
in Pascagoula Mississippi, the Commanding
Officer highlighted some of the ship’s capabilities :
“The ship has several capabilities, which allow us to stay on station longer than a traditional LHA [Landing Helicopter Assault]
and to much better support the Ospreys and
the F-35Bs which will be the hallmark of
USMC aviation to enable long range amphibious assault. These aircraft are larger than
their predecessors. They need more space
for maintenance and this ship provides
it. We have significantly greater capacity
to store spare parts, ordnance and fuel as
well.”
The ship has three synergistic decks, which
allow for a significant enhancement of the
logistical or sustainment punch of the amphibious strike force.
“The flight deck is about the size of a legacy LHA. But that is where the comparison
ends. By removing the well deck, we have
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Addressing the challenges of 21st Century
littoral operations : bigger range, bigger
footprint on board
The USS America will provide a significant
boost to the ability to both maintain and to
provide operational tempo to support the
force. According to Major Schreiner, the
ship integration officer, one of the key elements of maintaining the Osprey is the need
to open the nacelles and to work on them. On
current LHAs, this can only be done topside,
but with the new ship, it will be possible to
maintain the Ospreys completely in the Hangar deck. The traditional LHA was sized primarily for rotorcraft operations; the new one
is sized for the Osprey and the F-35B. According to Major Schreiner, “the footprint of the
new aviation assets are about 30-40% larger than the rotorcraft and fast jets they are
replacing. With the change in operational
capabilities and concepts comes the need to
provide for a new logistics capability for the
force as well.”
The logistics demands from the Ospreys on
the traditional LHAs required work topside,
which affects flight deck operations as well
as facing daylight limitations within which
the work needed to be done. The ops tempo
for the assault force is enhanced as well. According to Major Schreiner:
“The idea is not only to provide enough
space to incorporate for the growth in airframes and the logistics footprints, but also
to provide for operational maneuver space
down below as well. We can cycle planes
from the hangar to the flight deck to enhance
sortie generation rates for the helos, the Ospreys and the F-35Bs in whatever package
is appropriate to the mission.”
Towards an optimal synergy
Working the synergy among the three decks
will be crucial to shaping the workflow to
support operational tempo.
“Your next aircraft for the flight deck can
be positioned down below for a quick elevator run thereby enabling a larger volume
of flights off the deck. You could then work
into the deck cycle and elevator run to bring
up those extra aircraft as a way not only to
provide backups but to provide extra sorties
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for the flight deck. (…) Instead of having to
do all the maintenance topside you have the
spaces down below from the heavy maintenance with the use of upright cranes and the
work centers that are collocated right on the
hangar bay with the supporting equipment
work centers, the control work centers, and
just below it on the intermediate deck below.
You have all your supply centers and then
you have your intermediate level maintenance as well for that sensitive calibration,
for the more complex repairs. This creates
a cycle or synergy where you have supervisors that the work centers are collocated
with the maintenance that’s being done on
the hangar. You have maintenance actions
being produced. They are brought in; they
are logged into the system, they are evaluated, they can go downstairs and they can
either be fixed on the spot, calibrated, the
part could be reworked or the supply system
being right there, a new part in the supply
could be issued back up, turned. There will
be very little waste of time between different
parts of the ship all supervised, brought
back up, and repaired on the plane.”
Clearly, this workflow will be a work in progress as the crew and the Marines shape
ways to work the decks to optimize what can
come off of the flight deck.
“Aircraft maintenance and operations at
sea are extremely hard; extremely hard on
the actual airframes and extremely hard on
the maintainers that are doing the work,
because the reality of it is that in a 24
hour cycle, half the time is spent conducting flight operations topside where there
is very little space to do maintenance. It is
just too congested. It is too busy and so by
default you have to wait till flight operations stop which limits you in your maintenance to periods usually in darkness where
it is hard or reduce cycle say 12 hours to
do the maintenance in order to turn those
aircraft around. By having access to hangar bay, you have a safe space, you have a
well-lighted space ; you have room to safely
move and now you are able to do concurrent maintenance actions. I’m not saying
that you couldn’t do that on a legacy class
but you can just do this on a much greater
scale and with greater efficiency on the USS
America so you are able to make the timely

inputs, the timely maintenance actions ultimately to keep the available assets up.”
Ready Parts On Board
For operators and maintainers, the intermediate area below the hangar deck is a major
change as well.
“Marines will have access to world class
or corner space standard test batches for
calibration, they can do everything at sea
that can be done in a corner space or a land
environment. From a warship capability
is amazing and the goal is to increase the
repairable capability on the ship rather
than waiting for parts to be sent to the ship.
Transit time loss is a big deal; sometimes
we have to go halfway around the world for
a part because there is no way to beat the
geographic distance. The only way you can
do that with a part is to have a spare in the
supply system. Now you have an aircraft
that either has to have a cannibalization of
a part to keep it flying or you have to wait
and you have your downtime on an aircraft. The goal is to be able to actually be
able to repair aircraft with parts on board.
And with the increased storage capacity
this clearly will happen.”
The USS America will make a significant
contribution and is part of the evolving amphibious strike task force. To illustrate the
impact of a future task force on berthing of
embarked Marines, in addition to berthing
on the USS America, one could carry 680
Marines aboard an LPD-17, 100 aboard a
T-AKE ship and 250 aboard a Montford Point.
Current capabilities will be modified as modular capabilities evolve against operational
needs, requirements and funding to face 21st
Century operations.

« The reality
of it is that
in a 24 hour
cycle, half the
time is spent
conducting
flight operations
topside
where there
is very little
space to do
maintenance. »

« The goal is
to be able to
actually be able
to repair aircraft
with parts on
board. And with
the increased
storage
capacity this
clearly will
happen »
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Published in different versions on our partner website
www.sldinfo.com.
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